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We introduce Artin–Wraith glueing and locally closed inclusions in double categories.
Examples include locales, toposes, topological spaces, categories, and posets. With
appropriate assumptions,we show that locally closed inclusions are exponentiable, and the
exponentials are constructed via Artin–Wraith glueing. Thus, we obtain a single theorem
establishing the exponentiability of locally closed inclusions in these five cases.
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1. Introduction
Introduced in the 1960’s by Ehresmann [4] and considered more recently by Paré et al. [3,6,7] and Shulman [13], double
categories provide a setting in which two types of morphisms are present in a single category. Examples include the double
categories: Cat of small categories, functors, and profunctors; Pos of posets, order-preserving maps, and order ideals; Loc
of locales, locale morphisms, and finite meet-preserving maps; Top of topological spaces, continuous maps, and finite
intersection-preservingmaps on their open set lattices; andTopos of toposes, geometricmorphisms, and left exact functors.
There are several exponentiability characterizations in which double categories implicitly arise. In 1981, generalizing a
theorem [9] about topological spaces, Niefield [11] showed that the exponentiable inclusions of sublocales and subtoposes
are precisely the locally closed ones. To define the exponentials of open and closed (and hence, locally closed) sublocales,
the Artin/Wraith glueing construction [8] was used to establish an equivalence between the 2-category Loc/O(2) of locales
over the Sierpinski locale and one whose objects are finite meet-preserving maps m : X / X ′ on locales and morphisms
m / n are squares
≥
X ′ Y ′
f ′
/
X
m 
Y
f /
n
where f and f ′ are locale morphisms. An analogous construction was established for the 2-category Topos/S2 of toposes
over the Sierpinski topos. In each case, both types of morphisms arise, and the squares are 2-cells in the related double
categories Loc and Topos. In a 2001 unpublished note, Street used Benabou’s equivalence (see [14])
Cat/B ≃ LaxN(B,P rof )
where the latter is a 2-category whose objects are normal lax functors from a small category B to the bicategory P rof , to
prove that X / B is exponentiable in Cat (i.e., satisfies the Giraud/Conduché condition [5,2]) if and only if the corresponding
B /P rof is a pseudo-functor. This, too, can be seen as a result about the related double categoryCat. In fact, the locale/topos
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equivalences are analogous to Benabou’s equivalence in the case where B = 2, since the morphisms of LaxN(B,P rof ) are
functor-valued transformations which can be seen as squares of the form
/
X ′ Y ′
f ′
/
X
m 
Y
f /
n
where f and f ′ are functors and m and n are profunctors. Note that, following [8], our bicategory P rof is the dual of the
bicategoryMod considered in [14].
We will see that these equivalences are a special case of a more general result. For certain double categoriesD (including
all five examples mentioned above) there is an adjoint pair
LaxN(B,D)
Γ /o
∆
HD
where LaxN(B,D) is a 2-category whose objects are normal lax functors from B to D (see Section 4) and HD is the horizontal
category of D. Moreover, this adjunction factors through HD/Γ T , when D has a (horizontal) terminal object T , and gives an
equivalence
LaxN(B,D) ≃ HD/Γ T (⋆)
when B is a finite poset. In particular, Γ T = B, when D = Cat and Γ T is the Sierpinski locale (respectively, topos), when
B =2 and D = Loc (respectively, Topos). Thus, we obtain a single theorem, not merely an analogy, which applies to the five
double categories, and gives new results for Loc, Top, Topos, and Pos.
The common ground for the exponentiability results is that of inclusions of subobjects. In 1978, Niefield [9,10] showed
that the inclusion of a subspace is exponentiable if and only if it is locally closed, and generalized this result to locales and
toposes in [11]. Also, the inclusion of a full subcategory (respectively, subposet) is exponentiable if and only if it is locally
closed [1] (respectively, [12]). In each case, a subobject is called locally closed if it is the intersection of an open and a closed
one, but open and closed are not categorical concepts. We will define the notion of a locally closed inclusion in a double
category D, which agrees with the definitions in these five categories. Using the equivalence (⋆) with B = 2, we will prove
that locally closed inclusions are exponentiable in HD/D, and thus obtain a construction of these exponentials via a single
theorem.
We begin with an introduction to double categories (Section 2) and the examples under consideration (Section 3). After
giving a review of lax colimits in Section 4, we introduce a notion that we call B-glueing (Section 5) which captures the
existence of the equivalence (⋆). In Section 6, we define locally closed inclusions and establish their exponentiability in
certain double categories (known as framed bicategories [13]). We conclude (Section 7) by showing that the equivalence
(⋆) holds for all finite posets B, in the case where D is a framed bicategory with 2-glueing and B-indexed lax colimits.
The author would like to thank Bob Paré and Geoff Cruttwell for pointing me in the direction of double categories.
2. Double categories
This section is a review of the properties of double categories used in this paper. For details and more on the subject see
Grandis/Paré [6,7] and Shulman [13].
A (pseudo-)double category D is a pseudo-category object in CAT, i.e., functors
D1 ×D0 D1 D1
π2 /
c /
π1
/ D0
d0 /
io
d1
/
such that d0i = idD0 , d1i = idD0 , d0c = d0π2, d1c = d1π1, together with left and right identity isomorphisms (λ and ρ,
respectively) and an associativity isomorphism satisfying the usual coherence conditions.
The objects X and morphisms f : X / Y of D0 are called the objects and horizontal morphisms of D. The objects of D1 are
called the vertical morphisms of D, and denoted by m : X /• X ′, where X = d0m and X ′ = d1m. The morphisms ϕ : m / n
of D1 are called cells of D, and denoted by ϕ : m f
f ′
/ n or
X ′ Y ′
f ′
/
X
m 
Y
f /
n• •ϕ
Horizontal composition ofmorphisms (respectively, cells) is given by composition inD0 (respectively,D1), and denoted by ◦.
Vertical composition is given by c , and denoted by •. The cell compositions in
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X ′ Y ′/ Z ′/
X Y/

Z/
 
X ′′ Y ′′/ Z ′′/
  ϕ
′
ϕ
ψ ′
ψ
•
•
•
•
•
•
are related by themiddle four interchange law
(ψ ′◦ϕ′)•(ψ◦ϕ) = (ψ ′•ψ)◦(ϕ′•ϕ).
The horizontal and vertical identity morphisms on X are denoted by idX and id•X , respectively. A cell ϕ is called special if both
vertical or both horizontal morphisms are identities.
The objects, horizontal morphisms, and special cells
X Yg
/
X
id•X 
Y
f /
id•Y
• •ϕ
form a 2-category HD, called the horizontal 2-category of D. There is an analogous vertical bicategory VD.
A horizontal terminal object ofD is an object T such that there is a unique horizontal morphism t : X / T , for every object
X , and a unique cell
X ′ T
t ′
/
X
m 
Tt /
id•T
• •τ
for every vertical morphismm. A horizontal initial object is defined dually.
A (vertical) companion for f : X / Y is a morphism f∗ : X /• Y together with cells
X Y
f
/
X
id•X 
X
idX /
f∗
• •η
Y Y
idY
/
X
f∗ 
Y
f /
id•Y
• •ε
such that ε◦η = idf and λf∗ ◦(ε•η) = ρf∗ , where λ and ρ are the identity isomorphisms. A (vertical) conjoint for f : X / Y is
a morphism f ∗ : Y /• X together with cells
X X
idX
/
X
idX 
Y
f /
f ∗
• •α
X Y
f
/
Y
f ∗ 
Y
idY /
id•Y
• •β
such that β◦α = id•f and ρf ∗ ◦(α•β) = λf ∗ . Moreover, D is called a framed bicategory (in the sense of [13]) if and only if every
horizontal morphism has a companion and conjoint.
Note that if f has a companion f∗ and a conjoint f ∗, then f∗ is left adjoint to f ∗ in the bicategory VD. The notation f∗
(respectively, f ∗) is justified by the fact that if f has a companion (respectively, conjoint), then it is unique up to a unique
isocell.
3. Examples
The following five double categories will be considered throughout this paper. Each has a horizontal initial object, and
every morphism has a companion and conjoint. All but the last one, Top, have been previously considered.
Example 3.1. Cat has small categories as objects, functors f : X / Y and profunctors m : X /• X ′ (i.e., functors m : Xop ×
X ′ / Sets) as morphisms, and natural transformations ϕ : f ′∗•m / n•f∗ as cells:
X ′ Y ′
f ′
/
X
m 
Y
f /
n• •ϕ
The companion f∗ : X /• Y and conjoint f ∗ : Y /• X of f : X / Y are defined by f∗(x, y) = Y (fx, y) and f ∗(y, x) = Y (y, fx),
respectively. Note that the transformation ϕ : f ′∗•m /n•f∗ can also be given by its mate ϕˆ : m•f ∗ / f ′∗•n. The empty category
0 and the one-morphism category 1 are the horizontal initial and terminal objects.
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Example 3.2. Pos has posets as objects, order-preserving maps f : X / Y and order idealsm : X /• X ′ (i.e., upward closed
subsetsm ⊆ Xop × X ′) as morphisms. Vertical composition is given by composition of relations. There is a cell ϕ : m f
f ′
/ n if
and only if
X ′ Y ′
f ′
/
X
m 
Y
f /
n• •≤
or equivalently, (x, x′) ∈ m ⇒ (fx, f ′x′) ∈ n. The empty poset 0 and the one-element poset 1 are the horizontal initial
and terminal objects. The companion f∗ : X /• Y and conjoint f ∗ : Y /• X are given by f∗ = {(x, y) | fx ≤ y} and
f ∗ = {(y, x) | y ≤ fx}, respectively. Note that there is a cell ϕ : m f
f ′
/ n if and only if f ′∗•m ≤ n•f∗, or equivalentlym•f ∗ ≤ f ′∗•n.
Also, (idX )∗ is the vertical identity id•X .
Example 3.3. Loc has locales as objects, locale morphisms f : X / Y and finite meet-preserving maps m : X /• X ′ as
morphisms, and a cell ϕ : m f
f ′
/ n if and only if
X ′ Y ′
f ′
/
X
m 
Y
f /
n• •≥
i.e., n•f∗ ≤ f ′∗•m or equivalently, f ′∗•n ≤ m•f ∗. The initial locale 1 and the terminal locale Ω are the horizontal initial and
terminal objects. The companion and conjoint of f are the direct and inverse images f∗ and f ∗, respectively.
Example 3.4. Topos has (elementary) toposes X as objects, geometric morphisms f : X / Y and left exact functors
m : X /• X′ as morphisms, and natural transformations ϕ : f ′∗•n / m•f ∗, or equivalently, ϕˆ : n•f∗ / f ′∗•m as cells:
X′ Y′
f ′
/
X
m 
Y
f /
n• •ϕ
The one-object topos is the horizontal initial object, and the direct and inverse images of f are the companion and conjoint,
respectively. To obtain a horizontal terminal object, it is necessary to restrict to Grothendieck toposes, or more generally,
those bounded over a fixed base S.
Example 3.5. Top has topological spaces X as objects, continuous maps f : X / Y as horizontal morphisms and finite
intersection-preserving mapsm : O(X) / O(X ′) as vertical morphismsm : X /• X ′. There is a cell
X ′ Y ′
f ′
/
X
m 
Y
f /
n• •ϕ
if and only if there is a cell in Loc of the form
O(X ′) O(Y ′)
f ′
/
O(X)
m 
O(Y )
f /
n• •≥
The empty space and the one-point space are the horizontal initial and terminal objects. The companion and conjoint of
f : X / Y agree with those of f : O(X) / O(Y ) in Loc.
4. Lax colimits
This section begins with a review of the normal lax functors, transformations, and modifications that make up the 2-
category LaxN(B,D), for a small category B and a double category D, and then goes on to establish properties of LaxN(B,D)
which apply to the five examples under consideration.
A vertical normal lax functor F : B / D consists of an object Fb, for each object b of B, a vertical morphism Fβ : Fb /• Fb′,
for every morphism β : b / b′ of B, such that Fidb = id•Fb, and a special cell ϕβ,β ′ : Fβ ′ •Fβ / Fβ ′β called a comparison map, for
every composable pair, satisfying the usual coherence conditions.
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A horizontal lax transformation f : F / G : B / D consists of a horizontal morphism fb : Fb / Gb, for every object b, and
a cell
Fb′ Gb′
fb′
/
Fb
Fβ 
Gb
fb /
Gβ• •fβ
for every β : b / b′, such that fβ ′β ◦ϕβ,β ′ = ψβ,β ′ ◦(fβ ′ •fβ), for all composable pairs, where ϕ and ψ are the comparison cells
for F and G, respectively.
Amodification θ : f / g : F / G consists of a special cell
Fb Gbgb
/
Fb
id•Fb 
Gb
fb /
id•Gb
• •θb
for every b, compatible with fβ and gβ , for all β : b / b′.
Vertical normal lax functors B / D, horizontal transformations, and modifications form a 2-category denoted by
LaxN(B,D).
We say that D has B-indexed (normal) lax colimits if the constant functor ∆ : HD / LaxN(B,D) has a left adjoint, which
we denote by ΓB or just Γ . One can show that Γ F satisfies the universal property
Fb′ Y
fb′
/
Fb
Fβ

Γ F
ib /
f



•
iβ ? ?
??
??
??
fβ
i.e., there is a family of horizontal morphisms ib : Fb /Γ F together with cells iβ : Fβ ibib′
/ id•Γ F which are compatible with the
comparisonmaps, and universal in the following sense. Given any object Y and a family of horizontal morphisms fb : Fb / Y
togetherwith cells fβ : Fβ fbfb′
/ id•Y which are compatiblewith the comparisonmaps, there exist a unique horizontalmorphism
f : Γ F /Y such that f ◦ib = fb and id•f ◦iβ = fβ . Furthermore, given any other such family gb : Fb /Y and cells θb : id•Fb
fb
gb
/ id•Y
which are compatible with fβ and gβ , there exists a unique cell θ : f / g such that θ ◦id•ib = θb.
If D has B-indexed lax colimits and F : B / D is a vertical normal lax functor, then Γ induces a 2-functor
Γ /F : LaxN(B,D)/F / HD/Γ F
Note that if D has a horizontal terminal object T , then LaxN(B,D) has a terminal object T defined by Tb = T and Tβ = id•T ,
and giving rise to a 2-functor
Γ : LaxN(B,D) / HD/Γ T .
Example 4.1. Cat has all small lax colimits (also known as collages) given by the following Grothendieck construction. For
F : B / Cat, objects of Γ F are pairs (x, b), where b is an object of B and x is an object of Fb. Morphisms (x, b) / (x′, b′)
are pairs (α, β), where β : b / b′ and α ∈ Fβ(x, x′). The identity morphism on (x, b) is (idx, idb), where the former is the
identity on x in Fb, and composition of morphisms is defined using the comparison maps. The functors ib : Fb / Γ F are
defined by ibx = (x, b) and ib(α) = (α, idb). The cells iβ : Fβ ibib′
/ id•Γ F are induced by the function
Fβ(x, x′)× Γ F((x′, b′), (x′′, b′′)) / Γ F((x, b), (x′′, b′′))
defined by (α, (α′, β ′)) → (α′α, β ′β). One can show that the lax colimit Γ T is the category B, and thus we get a 2-functor
Γ : LaxN(B,Cat) / Cat/B.
Example 4.2. Pos has all poset-indexed lax colimits which are defined similarly. The elements of Γ F are pairs (x, b), such
that b ∈ B and x ∈ Fb, with (x, b) ≤ (x′, b′), if b ≤ b′ and (x, x′) ∈ F bb′ , where F bb′ ⊆ Fb × Fb′ is the order ideal associated
with b ≤ b′. Since F bb is the order on the poset Fb and F b′b′′ •F bb′ ⊆ F bb′′ , for all b ≤ b′ ≤ b′′, it follows that Γ F is a poset. The
maps ib : Fb / Γ F are defined by ibx = (x, b), and there are the required cells ibb′ : F bb′
ib
ib′
/ id•Γ F , since ibx ≤ ib′x′, whenever
(x, x′) ∈ F bb′ . The lax colimit Γ T is the poset B, and so we get Γ : LaxN(B, Pos) / Pos/B.
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Example 4.3. Loc has all poset-indexed lax colimitswhich are defined as follows. Elements ofΓ F are families (xb)b∈B, where
xb ∈ Fb and xb′ ≤ F bb′xb, for all b ≤ b′. Note that Γ F is a locale with the pointwise order, since
Γ F =

b∈B
Fb

g
for the co-nucleus
g

(xb)b
 = 
b≤b′
F bb′xb

b′
Themorphism ib : Fb /Γ F is the composite of the coproduct inclusion Fb /  Fb and g :  Fb /( Fb)g . The lax colimit
Γ T is the locale ↓Cl(B) of downward closed subsets of B, and so we get
Γ : LaxN(B,Loc) / Loc/↓Cl(B).
Example 4.4. Top has all poset-indexed lax colimits which are defined as follows. The elements of Γ F are pairs (x, b),
where b ∈ B and x ∈ Fb, with ib : Fb / Γ F given by ibx = (x, b). A subset U is open in Γ F , if Ub is open in Fb, for
all b, and Ub′ ⊆ F bb′(Ub), for all b ≤ b′, where Ub = i−1b (U). The cells ibb′ : F bb′
ib
ib′
/ id•Γ F arise by the open sets of Γ F .
Moreover, the lax colimit Γ T is the Alexandrov space on B (i.e., with the topology of downward closed sets), and so we
get Γ : LaxN(B,Top) / Top/B.
Example 4.5. Topos has finite lax colimits, but the relevant adjoints in the definition are pseudo-adjoints, and this
notion of lax colimit agrees with that of [8]. In particular, Γ∆S is the topos SB of co-presheaves on B, and so we get
Γ /∆S : LaxN(B,Topos)/∆S / Topos/SB.
Proposition 4.6. IfD has B-indexed lax colimits andHD has finite limits, thenΓ /F : LaxN(B,D)/F /HD/Γ F has a right adjoint,
for every F : B / D.
Proof. This follows from the fact that a functor to a slice category has a right adjoint if and only if its composition with the
forgetful functor does (see [10], for example). 
Proposition 4.6 applies to all of our examples except Topos (which lacks a terminal object and some other finite limits).
In the case of Cat, this is Bénabou’s equivalence mentioned above in the introduction. For Topos, one can restrict to the
subcategory ToposS of Grothendieck toposes, or more generally, those bounded over a base S, and obtain an adjoint pair
LaxN(B,ToposS)/F
/o ToposS/Γ F
which we will see is an equivalence when B is a finite poset. In the general case, we know that
Γ /F : LaxN(2,Topos)/ F / Topos/Γ F is always a pseudo-equivalence [11], and this, too, will be extended to all finite
posets B.
In each of our examples, there is a horizontal initial object I which is vertically both initial and terminal, and every
morphism X / I is an isomorphism. In addition, given u : I / X , the companion u∗ and conjoint u∗ are the unique vertical
morphisms I /• X and X /• I , respectively. Such an object will be called a zero object, and denoted by O. At this point, we
need not assume that D has companions and conjoints, just that the unique morphism u : I / X does.
The following lemma will give an explicit description of the effect of the right adjoint to Γ /F on objects, when D has a
zero object.
Lemma 4.7. If D has B-indexed lax colimits and a zero object O, then the evaluation functor ( )b : LaxN(B,D) / HD has a left
adjoint, for all b ∈ B.
Proof. Define Lb : HD / LaxN(B,D) by (LbX)b = X and (LbX)b′ = O, for b′ ≠ b, with the obvious definition on morphisms.
Then one easily shows that Lb is left adjoint to ( )b, as desired. 
Proposition 4.8. If D has B-indexed lax colimits and a zero object, then for every vertical normal lax functor F : B / D, the
following pullback exists in HD:
Fb Γ F
ib
/
Xb

X/
p

and the right adjoint to Γ /F : LaxN(B,D)/F / HD/Γ F takes p : X / Fb to a lax functor given by b → Xb.
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Proof. Consider the functors
HD/Fb
Lb / LaxN(B,D)/F
Γ /F / HD/Γ F
whose composite is the functorΣib defined by composition with ib : Fb / Γ F . Since Lb and Γ F have right adjoints, so does
Σib , and the result follows. 
Lemma 4.7 can also be used to obtain a left adjoint Lb to ( )b, for each object b, when the latter is considered as a functor
LaxN(B,D)/F / HD/Fb. This adjunction will be used in Section 6, in the case where B is the poset 2. One can show that if D
is a framed bicategory, then ( )b also has a right adjoint, for every b, but the absolute case does not imply the relative one,
and so the latter must be established for each base F . For simplicity, we only include the case B = 2, as that is the one that
will be needed later.
Proposition 4.9. Suppose D is a framed bicategory and l : D0 /• D1. Then
( )k : LaxN(2,D)/l / HD/Dk
has a right adjoint, for k = 0, 1.
Proof. Consider Rk(Y
qk / Dk) defined by
D1 D1id
/
D0
l

D0
id /
l

• •ψ0
idl
Y
q0∗

D0
q0 /
id•

• •
Y D1q1
/
D1
q∗1 
D1
id /
id

• •
ψ1
idl
D0
l

D0
id /
l

• •
for k = 0, 1, respectively. Since D is framed, each cell ϕk below:
X0 D0/
YCf0
q08
8
X1 D1p1
/
m

p0
l

• •ϕ0
X1 D1p1
/
X0
m

D0
p0 /
l

• •
Y
f1
88 C q1
ϕ1
factors through a unique cell ϕˆk:
X1 D1p1
/
X0
m

Y
f0 /
• ϕˆ0
D1id
/
D0
l

D0
id /
l

• •ψ0
idl
q0∗

D0
q0 /
id•

• •
X1 Yf1
/
X0
m

D0
p0 /
• ϕˆ1
D1id
/
D1
q∗1 
D1
id /
id

• •idl
ψ1
l

D0
id /
l

• •
and it follows that Rk is right adjoint to ( )k. 
5. Glueing
Suppose D is a framed bicategory with B-indexed colimits. Then D has B-glueing over F : B / D if
Γ /F : LaxN(B,D)/F / HD/Γ F is an equivalence of 2-categories with pseudo-inverse which takes p : X / Fb to the lax
functor over F given by
b → Xb, β → (Xb (ib)∗ /• Xβ
(ib′ )∗/• Xb′)
where Xb and Xβ are given by the following pullbacks in HD:
Fb ΓBF/
Xb

X
ib /
p

Γ2Fβ ΓBF/
Xβ

X/
p

We also say D has B-glueing if D has B-glueing over F , for all F .
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Proposition 5.1. If D has a horizontal terminal object T and B-glueing over T , then D has B-glueing.
Proof. This follows from the equivalence
(HD/Γ T )/(Γ F / Γ T ) ≃ HD/Γ F .
We know Cat has B-glueing for all small categories B, and similarly, Pos has B-glueing for all posets B. In [11], it is shown
that Topos and Loc have 2-glueing, but the definition must be taken in the pseudo-form sense in the case of Topos. We
will see that (with suitable assumptions on D applicable to our five examples), if D has 2-glueing, then D has B-glueing, for
all finite posets B. 
Proposition 5.2. Top has 2-glueing.
Proof. Consider Γ : LaxN(2,Top) / Top/2, where the space 2 = {0, 1} is the Sierpinski space with {0} open. Objects of
LaxN(2,Top) are vertical morphisms X0 /• X1 of Top, or equivalently, finite meet-preserving maps m : O(X0) / O(X1).
We know that Γ (m) is the space X0 +mX1, whose points are pairs (x, j), where x ∈ Xj and j ∈ 2, and U ⊆ X0 +mX1 is open
if each Uj is open in Xj and U1 ⊆ m(U0). Now, Γ is clearly full and faithful. To see that it is essentially surjective, suppose
p : X / 2 is continuous, and let X0 = p−1(0), X1 = p−1(1), andm : O(X0) / O(X1) be defined by
m(U0) = (U0 ∪ X1)◦ ∩ X1
where ( )◦ denotes the interior operator onO(X). Then the inducedmap f : X0+mX1 /X is clearly a continuous bijection. To
see that f is an openmap, supposeU = U0∪U1, where eachUj is open in Xj andU1 ⊆ m(U0). ThenU = (U0∪X1)◦∩(X0∪U1),
since
(U0 ∪ X1)◦ ∩ (X0 ∪ U1) = ((U0 ∪ X1)◦ ∩ X0) ∪ ((U0 ∪ X1)◦ ∩ U1)
= U0 ∪ U1 = U
and both are clearly open in X . Thus, Γ is an equivalence, as desired. 
6. Locally closed inclusions and exponentiability
A horizontal morphism i0 : D0 / D (respectively, i1 : D1 / D) is called an open inclusion (respectively, closed inclusion) if
there is a lax colimit diagram in D of the form
D1 Di1
/
D0
l 
D
i0 /
id•D
• •iβ
Note that these ‘‘inclusions" are not assumed to be monomorphisms; however, we will see that they are when D has a zero
object and Γ2 is faithful. We will also see that HD has pullbacks along these inclusions under suitable conditions, and so it
will make sense to talk about a locally closed inclusion as the pullback of an open and a closed inclusion.
Open and closed inclusions in Top, Loc, and Topos are inclusions of open and closed subobjects, respectively, by the
glueing construction. In Cat and Pos, they are the discrete fibrations and opfibrations considered in [1] and [12].
IfD has a zero object, one easily shows that D is the lax colimit ofO /• D, and also of D /• O, and so idD : D / D is both
open and closed.
Proposition 6.1. If D has a zero object and Γ2 exists and is faithful, then open and closed inclusions are monomorphisms.
Proof. Suppose i0 : D0 / D is an open inclusion and i0f = i0g for some f , g : X / D0, and consider
O D1/
D0

D0
idD0/

• ••
f /
g
/
O /
X

where the squares are the unique cells arising from O. Applying Γ2, we get X
f /
g
/ D0
i0 / D. Since Γ2 is faithful, it follows that
f = g , as desired. Similarly, every closed inclusion is a monomorphism. 
Recall that an object Y is exponentiable in a categoryD if X×Y exists, for all X , and the functor−×Y : D /D has a right
adjoint, usually denoted by ( )Y . The objects ZY are called exponentials. A morphism q : Y / D is called exponentiable if it is
exponentiable in the slice categoryD/D. We also say that Y is exponentiable over D in the latter case, and write rq : ZY / D
for the exponential, given r : Z / D.
In each of the five categories under consideration, the inclusion of a subobject is exponentiable if and only if it is locally
closed [10,11,1,12]. We will see that open, closed, and hence, locally closed inclusions are exponentiable in HD, when D is a
framed bicategory with a zero object and 2-glueing (though we do not have a converse in this generality), but first a lemma.
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Lemma 6.2. Suppose D is a framed bicategory with a zero object 0. Then l0 : D0 /• O and l1 : O /• D1 are exponentiable over
l : D0 /• D1 in LaxN(2,D).
Proof. Consider
LaxN(2,D)/l HD/Dk
( )k /o
Rk
LaxN(2,D)/l
Lk /o
( )k
where Lk ⊣ ( )k ⊣ Rk by Lemma 4.7 and Proposition 4.9, for k = 0, 1. Then it is not difficult to show that Lk ◦ ( )k = −× lk,
and it follows that lk is exponentiable over l in LaxN(2,D). 
Theorem 6.3. If D is a framed bicategory with 2-glueing and a zero object, then locally closed inclusions are exponentiable in
HD.
Proof. Suppose m : D0 /• D1 and D = Γ2m. Then LaxN(2,D)/m is equivalent to HD/D, by the definition of 2-glueing.
Applying Lemma 6.2, we know that open and closed inclusions are exponentiable in HD. Since products of exponentiables
are exponentiable in any category, the desired result follows. 
Although the definition of locally closed inclusion involves only 2-indexed lax colimits, there is an alternative using the
poset 3 = {0, 1, 2}, namely, i1 : D1 / D could be called locally closed if there is a vertical normal lax functor F : 3 /D such
that Γ3F = D, F1 = D1, and i1 : F1 /Γ3F . One can show that the two definitions are equivalent in the presence of 3-glueing.
In the next section, we will see that if D has 2-glueing and B-indexed lax colimits for some finite poset B (in particular, for
B = 3), then D has B-glueing.
7. The equivalence
In this section, we prove a general theorem showing that 2-glueing implies B-glueing in the case where B is a finite poset,
and applies to the five double categories under consideration.
Suppose B is a category which is the collage of a profunctor k : B0 /• 1, where 1 is the one-morphism category with
object b1 and k : B0 /• 1 is given by k(b, b1) = B(b, b1), for all b in B0. If D has lax colimits indexed by B0 and B, and
F : B / D, then there is an induced morphism i0 : ΓB0F0 / ΓBF such that the diagram
Fb ΓB0F0
jb /
ΓBF
ib #G
GGG
G
i0
commutes, where F0 is the restriction of F to B0 and jb and ib are the colimit morphisms for ΓB0F0 and ΓBF , respectively, with
analogous diagrams of cells.
In each of the examples, i0 : ΓB0F0 / ΓBF and ib1 : Fb1 / ΓBF are open and closed inclusions, respectively. In fact, this is
true in general, when B is finite poset.
Lemma 7.1. Suppose B = Γ2(B0 /• 1) is a poset and D is a framed bicategory with 2-glueing and lax colimits indexed by B0
and B. If F : B / D is a vertical normal lax functor, then i0 : ΓB0F0 / ΓBF and ib1 : Fb1 / ΓBF are open and closed inclusions via
l : ΓB0F0
i0∗ /• ΓBF
i∗b1 /• Fb1.
Proof. Consider the diagram
Fb1 Xfb1
/
ΓB0F0
l

ΓBF
i0 /
•
ϕ
ib1
? ?
??
??
?
ψ
f0
where ϕ : l i0
ib1
/ id•ΓBF corresponds to idl : l
i0
ib1
/ l. Note that, since D has 2-glueing, we can assume F bb′ = i∗b′ ib∗ for all b ≤ b′ in
B. Composing the diagram with the morphisms jb : Fb / ΓB0F0, for each b ∈ B0, gives rise to a diagram
Fb′ X
fb′
/
Fb
Fb
b′

ΓBF
ib /
f



•
ϕb
b′ ? ?
??
??
??
ψb
b′
and hence, a unique morphism f : ΓBF / X such that f ◦ib = fb, for all b ∈ B, and (id•f )•ϕbb′ = ψbb′ , for all b ≤ b′, and the
desired result follows. 
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Theorem 7.2. If D is a framed bicategory with 2-glueing and lax colimits indexed by finite posets, then D has B-glueing for all
finite posets B.
Proof. We proceed by induction on n to show that D has B-glueing for all finite n-element posets B. For the induction step,
assume |B| ≥ 2, and let B1 = {b1}, for somemaximal element of B, and B0 = B \ B1. Then B = Γ2(k), for k : B0 /• B1 defined
by k = {(b, b1) | b ≤ b1 in B}. Given F : B /D, consider F0 = F |B0 , F1 = F |B1 , and l : ΓB0F0 /• ΓB1F1, as defined in Lemma 7.1
above. Then, applying the lemma, we see that the functor ΓB/F factors as
LaxN(B,D)/F ≃ LaxN(2,D)/l ≃ HD/ΓBF
via equivalences with pseudo-inverses having the desired properties. 
Since Top is such a framed bicategory with a terminal object T and ΓBT = B (cf. Example 4.4) and every finite T0-space
arises in this way, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 7.3. If B is a finite T0-space, then LaxN(B,Top) ≃ Top/B, where B is a poset via the specialization order.
Applying the theorem to Loc, where ΓBT =↓Cl(B), yields:
Corollary 7.4. If B is a finite poset, then LaxN(B,Loc) ≃ Loc/↓Cl(B).
Finally, if S is a topos, we can apply the pseudo-form version of the theorem. We know ΓB∆S ≃ /SB, and so:
Corollary 7.5. If B is a finite poset, then LaxN(B,Topos)/∆S ≃ Topos/SB, and restricting to Grothendieck toposes,
LaxN(B,ToposS) ≃ Topos/SB.
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